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Ninja Cookie is designed to help you stay safe and anonymous while browsing the web. It shows a popup when it recognizes and suggests to stop cookies that can be used to
track your activity or for purposes that are not required.  Highlights: * Works for Firefox only! * Automatically closes cookie warnings. * Refuses cookies that are not

essential. * Works in private browsing mode. * Features a customizable settings window. * Includes a wide range of whitelists and blacklists for greater control of its action.
Requirements: * Firefox 19 or later. Find it on Chrome Web Store. Find it on Firefox Add-ons. Image Credits: Firefox: Chris Thomas, Creative Commons (CC-BY-SA) - 

Firefox Add-on: Ninja Cookie Github  This extension was added by: JJ I would add a relevant note. Though the blockage of privacy-invasive banners is the primary reason to
install the extension, the extension can come in handy for quite a different use case. One could say that cookies, tracking-scripts and other usually invasive scripts are dumped
in the cookie backgroud and when you do something that may make some kind of performance impact, a whitelist may help. If you use such a cookie-heavy site and you do
not want to wait for your computer to start responding because every click or navigation causes the system to lagg, then the whitelist feature may prevent such a lagg from

happening. Best of luck! For Firefox: Ninja Cookie is designed to help you stay safe and anonymous while browsing the web. It shows a popup when it recognizes and suggests
to stop cookies that can be used to track your activity or for purposes that are not required. This extension for Firefox automatically closes cookie warnings. Works in private
browsing mode. Features a customizable settings window. Includes a wide range of whitelists and blacklists for greater control of its action. The advantage of this extension is

that it blocks cookies from all sites when installed, and it also stops those that it refuses to be a part of. Because it is an add-on, its
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Allows you to reject the installation of non-essential cookies that are set on the visited websites. Saves you unneeded clicks. Refuses non-essential cookies to protect your
privacy. Is Ninja Cookie scam or safe to use? I am neither an affiliate nor a representative of this tool. I have just found its user reviews on the Mozilla website. At the very

least, I think it is not a scam. Ninja Cookie user reviews: Chrome Firefox It works for me on Chrome. What about the “Google Window” and the “Google URL Bar”? I tested
it on the most popular browsers as well, namely, Google Chrome (as it is the one I used for all of the tests), Safari, Mozilla Firefox, and Internet Explorer. From my tests, the
extension didn't interfere with the Google URL bar or anything else that is related to Google products. However, you might get a pop-up notification if your browser window
has the Google branding in it, as Ninja Cookie provides that functionality. If you find it annoying to have your navigation buttons blocked because it happens to overlap with
the Google URL bar in your browser window, a good solution to that is to uncheck a few settings.  One that I suggest is to check the setting that shows all the cookies that are

stored in your browser. Click on the ellipsis button in the url bar (it looks like three vertical dots) to see the below.  Next, press the Backspace button on your keyboard to open
the settings tab. There, uncheck the option “Allow cookies”.  Then, press the Backspace button again to exit the window.  Now that you have eliminated the options to use

cookies in your browser, you can continue your browsing as you normally do.  Also, you can find the Ninja Cookie settings by clicking on the three vertical dots in the url bar,
which will open the settings window.  Are there any alternatives to Ninja Cookie for Firefox? I don't think so, unless you are looking for an extension that blocks the

notifications displayed by the cookie banners. That would be the only thing I am aware of. Chrome users: See the user reviews to find out if Ninja Cookie is a scam or not
Firefox users: See the user reviews to find out if Ninja Cookie is a scam or not Safari users 09e8f5149f
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Ninja Cookie is an extension for Firefox that prevents the installation of cookies that are not necessary for your browsing experience. Cookies prevent sites from collecting
your personal information and allowing them to track your browsing. Although cookies are useful for security, web browsers can place and control cookies on your computer.
Using Ninja Cookie, the extension will indicate that a cookie is not allowed to be installed and you may confirm or deny the installation. Ninja Cookie for Firefox Extension
Features Ninja Cookie is a Firefox add-on that allows you to decide whether you want to allow the browser to place a particular cookie.  - Reduces the number of unwanted
cookies from the Firefox browser - No more cookie banners! - Ninja Cookie is an extension that notifies you when a cookie is needed by the website you have just visited, and
also prevents your browser from installing them. - Ninja Cookie for Firefox does not save your preferences. However, you can easily configure it from the user interface.
Ninja Cookie for Firefox Advantages Use a toolbar icon that will activate your Ninja Cookie settings. You can decide whether you want to allow the browser to place cookies.
Cookie banners are not shown anymore. Ninja Cookie for Firefox Disadvantages It does not work at times, and may not be able to do so. There are no more cookie banners.
Ninja Cookie for Firefox Cost: $0 Ninja Cookie for Chrome Description: Ninja Cookie is a Chrome extension that prevents the installation of cookies that are not necessary
for your browsing experience. Cookies prevent sites from collecting your personal information and allowing them to track your browsing. Although cookies are useful for
security, web browsers can place and control cookies on your computer. Using Ninja Cookie, the extension will indicate that a cookie is not allowed to be installed and you
may confirm or deny the installation. Ninja Cookie for Chrome Features Ninja Cookie is an extension for Chrome that prevents the installation of cookies that are not
necessary for your browsing experience. Cookies prevent sites from collecting your personal information and allowing them to track your browsing. Although cookies are
useful for security, web browsers can place and control cookies on your computer. Using Ninja Cookie, the extension will indicate that a cookie is not allowed to be installed
and you may confirm or deny the installation. Ninja Cookie for Chrome Advantages Use a

What's New In?

[Discover the Ninja Cookie browser extension to help you protect your privacy, speed up your web browsing, and access essential website functions in a safe and simple way.]
[Installs quickly and easily and is easy to use.] [Saves you unneeded clicks. It warns you before you go to the website so you won't have to deal with cookie banner prompts.] [If
you disable cookie enforcement (by turning off “Ask every time”) you will still be presented with the banners when visiting new websites, but will not be required to click
“Allow”. Otherwise, it will simply hide the banner.] [Doesn't mess up the website or break the website.] [A tool that saves time and prevents inconveniences for you.] [It
protects your privacy and keeps track of you.] Please note: This is a user extension for Mozilla Firefox. It will affect the main browser interface. You are encouraged to
provide feedback concerning the addon. If you feel that the addon does not function as you would like it to, please report it. ---------------------------- Chrome Version: 1.0.1
Tested on: Chrome OS 48.0.2564.116 ****************************** Ninja Cookie for Chrome Description: Ninja Cookie is a free extension for Google Chrome to
help you protect your privacy while browsing the Internet. Ninja Cookie does not modify the website in any way, it just refuses to allow the browser to store unnecessary
cookies. Ninja Cookie for Google Chrome Description: The Ninja Cookie extension is a free browser extension for Google Chrome that offers its users a way to help them
protect themselves on the Internet and make web browsing faster and easier. Quickly installed, Ninja Cookie makes it easier for its users to access a variety of essential website
functions that are usually provided by the browser. Ninja Cookie does not alter the website in any way, it just refuses to allow the browser to store unnecessary cookies. Ninja
Cookie for Chrome Description: The Ninja Cookie extension is a free browser extension for Google Chrome that offers its users a way to help them protect themselves on the
Internet and make web browsing faster and easier. Quickly installed, Ninja Cookie makes it easier for its users to access a variety of essential website functions that are usually
provided by the browser. Ninja Cookie does not alter the website in any way, it just refuses to allow the browser to store unnecessary cookies. Please note:
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System Requirements For Ninja Cookie For Firefox:

Windows XP Professional or later Processor: Pentium II or better RAM: 512 MB or more 1 GB or more Hard Disk: 20 GB or more Hard Disk: 20 GB or more Display:
1280x1024 or higher Display: 1280x1024 or higher System Requirements: CD-ROM: 12
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